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An estimated 10,000-plus, camp-type programs are operating each summer. Many have nurses

who are venturing into camp for the first time. Help your camp nurse's success! Provide this

updated introduction to camp nursing, written by Linda Ebner Erceg, RN, MS, PHN, Executive

Director, Association of Camp Nurses, and Myra Pravda, RN, MSN, President, Association of Camp

Nurses. Linda and Myra used their combined years of experience and professionalism to create a

quick-reference, easy-to-use handbook that can help any health care professional get up and

running immediately. Issues covered include: role of the camp nurse and how she/he fits into camp,

regulations to keep in mind, things to talk over with the camp director, clinical things to know before

going to camp, setting up the health center, orienting staff, reviewing the camp's health services,

record systems, communicable disease management, the screening process, medication

management, the camp nurse walk-around, injury-illness surveillance, summary reports, responding

to emergencies, interface with tripping programs, and more. New to this edition is expanded content

in every chapter, more sample forms, and incorporation of the growing body of camp nursing

literature. Produced in cooperation with the American Camp Association (ACA).
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This summer I volunteered to be the camp nurse for our church camp. One week and one hundred

children plus staff. Definitly out of my comfort zone.I searched the internet and found that there is an

association for camp nurse and this book. I ordered it with a basic first aid book.It gave me a good



base and I survived a busy but enjoyable week.I'm looking forward to volunteering again next year.

Having no experience as a camp nurse, despite 27 years as an RN, I found this book to be

invaluable! It is well written, thorough, detailed, and organized. I considered it an extra and

unexpected bonus to be provided samples in the resource section in the back. The respectful and

integrated relationship between the ACN and the American Camp Association was made clear,

throughout the book. There were quite a bit of relevant references to nursing practice and the law...

which connected more "dots", gave me a better understanding of the "whole picture", as well as a

peace of mind. This book is a "must have" for every camp nurse. Consider making it a permanent

part of your camp's supplies and make it a must read for future camp nurses at your camp. And

thank you Ms Erceg for writing it!

She writes very well, and lists specific things you need to know for camp nursing. I was very

surprised to find the amount of information and tips. Great book to have for a first time camp nurse

like myself. I felt much more prepared.

I am an EMT running a Boy Scout camp health lodge. This is a great book, and provides protocols

that are ready to adapt to any camp situation. I searched the Internet and found that the lowest cost

for the book is on .

Good tips and practice information, somewhat simplistic on certain issues, but it covers a broad

range of types of summer camps. Good recepies in the back, some organization things I felt could

have been better, but using the index helped. I highly recommend this book for those who are brand

new to Camp Nursing like I was. It gives you somewhere to start.

I have been a nurse for many years in a variety of different disciplines. This is my first time as a

camp nurse and I wanted to be well educated and prepared for my new role. This book helped me

so much doing just that. This book was highly recommended to me and I highly recommend it to any

of you thinking of embarking on a new journey in camp nursing!

This was my first year doing teen camp for my church about 200 kids and this was helpful as I had

no previous experience and no orientation by previous nurse.



I bought this book because I will be working as a camp nurse for the first time this summer. The

book is very informative and gives a great foundation from which to be prepared for this unique

nursing environment. I would highly recommend it!
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